sourced from O’Carroll stock but its familiar partner and Modulift distributor
in Ireland, Irlequip, provided the modular spreader frame. The CMOD 12
was used in this instance but the range
spans CMOD 6 to CMOD 110, boasting
300t capacity. They are commonly used
for lifts where there are height restrictions as the height of the rig is lower
than, say, a one-over-two solution.
The statues were lifted from the
racecourse’s parade ring, which will be
transformed by the new development.
A new ring will ensure that more patrons can share in the excitement and
build up to races. The new Curragh will
also see the creation of world-class facilities on a par with anywhere in the
world. The centrepiece of the redevelopment will see the creation of a major
new grandstand that will incorporate
five star corporate facilities.
The construction and utilities marketplaces primarily busy the fleet of
loaders plus Liebherr and Grove mobile cranes, but O’Carroll said the Curragh project epitomised the company’s
“anything, anytime, anywhere” ethos.
“Business is picking up but diverse
applications like this challenge us to
remain innovative in our above and
below-the-hook solutions.”

These are the reasons we’ve
been around since 1928
POC 3500-94

31/2" capacity, power-operated
Cuts 31/2" wire rope in 40 seconds!
Also available in 21/2", 13/4"
and 11/8" capacity.

Model 1
3/4"
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POC 2500-80

21/2" capacity, power operated

Model 1A
Model 2
11/2"

11/16" capacity

capacity

POC 1125-80

11/8" capacity, power-operated

C-1750

13/4" capacity

Morse-Starrett Products Company
184 NW 10th St, Meridian, Idaho 83642
PH: (208) 888-7571 • FAX: (208) 888-2092
sales@ morse-starrett.com • morse-starrett.com

Concord Lifting and SP
Combine to Lift, Weigh
Record Samosa

Lifting equipment, including a custom below-the-hook rig and load cell,
was integral to a successful Guinness
World Record attempt by humanitarian charity Muslim Aid, which claimed
the title for the largest samosa, weighing in at 153.1kg.
The attempt took place in the summer
(August) at a mosque in East London,
UK and official adjudicator Pravin Patel
was on hand to judge the culinary feat.
While the attempt presented a number
of obvious challenges, Muslim Aid also
had to find a solution for lifting the giant samosa for cooking and provide an
accurate means of measurement.
It looked to Concord Lifting Equipment, which supplied a Genie Superlift
Advantage, boasting load capacities
to 454kg and lifting height to 7.49m.
The manually operated material lift
is compact and portable, allowing it to
be rolled through the mosque doors in
an upright position. The system is durable, yet requires no tooling for setup.
The Superlift combined with a custom
fabricated, aluminium lifting frame
that housed the samosa for lowering
it into hot oil for cooking. The cooking
continued on page 55
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